Overview:
To develop sustainable transport networks and improve road safety

Project Objectives:
- Strengthening governance through NTS reporting and review
- Improving road safety by applying intelligent transport systems,
- Capacity building for road and transport safety.

Matters of Facts:
A Reduction of 18 % in road fatalities has been achieved in the last quarter of 2019 Efforts of MOT in engineering aspects along with the strict low enforcement program conducted by traffic police have contributed this remarkably and tangible reduction in the number of deaths.

Challenges / Risks:
- Changes in MOT priorities for national transport system related activities and the task in updating national transport strategies
Achievements:

In the first three-quarter of 2018 road fatalities have been reduced by around 18%. The project led to the development of Intelligent Transport System (ITS) and is currently in operation, which in turn reduces traffic accidents by alerting drivers of what is up ahead. In another aspect of the project, a system was established to monitor road maintenance contractor’s work which in turn enhances work quality.
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Related Links:
- Links to Publications, evaluations report, etc. if any
  https://www.mot.gov.sa/ar/Pages/default.aspx